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Jen’s Secret Struggle

HAUNTED BY
HER MOTHER
J. Lo and
A-Rod
are worth
$640m
combined

WEDDING
& A BABY!
Happy at last! J. Lo finally finds her soul mate when
she least expected to. The amazing details of the
quickie wedding and her new life with the baseball star
PLUS: The friends who warned J. Lo not to do it

KRIS PACKS
ON 50 LBS!

EXCLUSIVE

Bankruptcy Drama

DEAN TELLS TORI:
WE’RE BROKE
Fly Frames!

STATEMENT
SHADES
FOR
SPRING
$3.99

J. Lo & A-Rod

As Her Life Falls Apart...

BEAUTY NEWS

Turn Heads With
Illusion ’Dos
Stars show how to be a hair chameleon with faux cuts

Breaking
Barriers
On her recent
flurry of color and
style changes,
KATY PERRY
proclaimed, “I
want to redefine
what it means to
be feminine!”

Down-There
Hair Care

FROM LEFT: GETTY (5); SPLASH

“I use Fur Oil [$53,
contentbeauty
wellbeing.com]
anywhere,”
EMMA
WATSON
revealed of
her hairsoftening
routine. And
she clarified
that she does
mean anywhere
on her body.

Key to Silky
Smooth

Faux Bob: Volumizes

“The tucked-under ends of Emma’s ‘bob’
add instant bounce to long, limp locks,” says
hairstylist Netty Jordan, who has worked with
Ciara and Sia. The how-to: Spray dry hair
with texturizer (like label.m Texturising Volume
Spray, $24, labelmusa.com) for grip. Next,
leave out 2 inches in front on each side and
gather the rest of hair into a loose pony in back;
secure with an elastic 2 inches from the ends.
Fold pony under, pinning the ends at the nape
of the neck. Fan out the sides of the fold to create
the bob effect. To finish, use a 1-inch curling iron
to add waves to the loose strands in front, letting
them fall beside the fold to help hide it.

Faux Hawk: Slims the Face

“Katy’s multi-knot style gives a natural lift to the eyes
and cheekbones,” says Shon Hyungsun Ju, the hairstylist
behind this ’do. It also directs focus up, making the face
appear slimmer. The how-to: Comb hair into three tightly
pulled-up ponies (high, middle and low); secure with
elastic. Then split each pony into three smaller ponies
and spritz with a volumizing spray (like Bumble and
bumble Thickening Hairspray, $11, sephora.com) for
body. Next, twist each pony around its own elastic to
create the knots; secure with pins. Repeat until there are
nine baby buns running from front to back.

“I have a satin
pillowcase,”
says ALLISON
WILLIAMS of
the snooze-time
strand-care
strategy that
wards off frizz.

Faux Pixie: Spotlights Features
“We wanted an interesting look to frame her face and
showcase piercing eyes and a strong jawline,” says Renato
Campora, the hairstylist who shaped Allison’s updo. The
how-to: Separate hair into three vertical sections (one on
each side and one down the middle). Create a French twist
with each side section, pin in place. Next, leave 1 inch of the
middle section out in front and braid the rest down the back
of the head. Twist the tail of the braid under to hide it; pin in
place. Gently wave the loose piece in front with a curling
wand to create the swoop, then pin it to the back.
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